Impact of initial pattern of care on hospital costs in a cohort of incident lung cancer cases.
Lung cancer is a disease with high consumption of health care resources. The aim of this study was to describe hospital costs due to lung cancer care from diagnosis until death or end of the study follow-up, in a cohort of incident cases, by using administrative data. Particular attention was given to the determinants of total costs and the impact of the initial treatment approach on the process of costs accumulation. Incident cases were identified by the local Cancer Registry (January 2000-December 2003) among the residents of Turin (Italy). Per patient hospital care has been determined from administrative databases (outpatient radiotherapy records and hospital discharge records). Costs determinants were identified via a multivariable generalized linear model (GLM), with a Gamma cost distribution and a logarithmic link function. To assess the time effect over the cost accumulation process for non-small-cell lung cancer cases, the same GLM Gamma model was repeated at different follow-up periods. Analyses were stratified by cancer histotype. Results evidenced the relevant role of initial patterns of care on the cost accumulation process, with increased midterm costs associated with curative patterns of care. The use of administrative data enabled hospital lung cancer care to be described, and related costs to be estimated.